The Little Seed

By: Kendrie Jones
One windy spring day on the hillside the big fruit tree was blowing in the wind. Then a seed came tumbling down.
Rain clouds blew in making shadows on the little seed and the whole hillside. It started to rain hard.
The hard rain paked the little seed down into the ground. Over time the little seed grew into a little fruit tree covered in fruits.
The little tree had lots of yummy fruit but nobody could pick it because it was surrounded by sticker bushes and cactus.
The little tree felt sad. She felt like she had no reason because nobody could pick and eat the fruit.
A family moved onto the land and noticed the cute little fruit tree. They removed the cactus and sticker bushes and planted some pretty hibiscus.
Now the family could pick the yummy fruit. They also enjoyed making pies and jams with the fruit.
The little tree felt happy because now she had a reason.